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How has CEO pay compared to worker
pay over the last 50 years? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RLW talking points: CEO pay grew an astounding 997% over the past 36 years, greatly outpacing the S&P500, which has grown only 504% in this time period. This chart, created by HIPInvestor based on data from the economic policy institute. provided us with data showing a longer time frame: Growth of CEO Pay Compared to Worker Pay, Stock Market Performance Over 50 Years. This longer time frame, as seen in the table below, provides an even more striking contrast; it covers five decades and multiple business cycles, booms, and busts.Remarkable
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Top 25 Most Overpaid CEOs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RLW talking points: Here is our chart of the top 25, ranked in order.  Even if performance is outstanding we believe it is still possible to overpay the CEO.  The question is return on investment for the pay plan, and as our numbers clearly show, these CEOs were paid vastly in excess of what would be appropriate for the value he added.  And there is no evidence that overpay leads to superior performance. This morning I saw on twitter a bit of discussion about the number one company on our list: Discovery Communication. The point was raised that perhaps pay wasjustified given the increase in stock over the CEO’s tenure. This gets to one of the central fallacies of executive compensation, the implication that the CEO delivered or is somehow behind the value added to the stock. In the case of telecommunications it ignores the creative talent,  the infrastructure or changes in technology that allowed cable to flourish. If cable unravels due to external factors does the executive get as much blame as they got credit on the way up? Not too many years ago highest paid CEO lists included oil, coal, and mining executives. We see fewer of them now, but still some. The ones that remain contend that they prepared for the externalities better than their peers. Yet, does this merit bonuses. Executives should be well compensated, should make a heck of a lot more than I do, but not sure he should make more than everyone attending this webinar combined. I’ve see who has signed up and there are a lot of very intelligent, very hard working people listening in right now. And that fact that executives makes that much is unjustifiable.Will talking more about the methodology in a few minutes, but a quick overview. We did two rankings. Using data from a variety of sources we came up with 35 separate red flags, indicators that should raise some concern. Any one of them by themselves would not be definitive but cumulatively we think they are. We then ranked companies on the the basis of those flags. Separately, HIP did a regression that Paul will be talking about shortly, and both rankings were weighted equally to come up with this list. 
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Mutual Funds That Vote Against Overpaid CEOs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I go more into the metholdology I want to step back and look at why we did this: so we can see how shareholder are voting. Since 2011, under provision 951 of the Dodd-Frank Act, shareholders vote on compensation as presented in the company’s annual proxy statement for the five named executive officers (NEOs). This provision grew out of decades of shareholder activism at hundreds of companies demanding disclosure on CEO pay Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, 12 U.S.C. § 5301 (2010).We wanted to look more closely at those votesHere we have the level of opposition to the list of companies on our survey. Who is the most engaged in the issue? Most inclined to vote against?  It probably should not surprise to see Socially Responsible Investment Funds  But there are some very large funds that also voted against significant numbers of these funds. We’ll be talking more about Dimensional in a moment. 
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Rubber-Stamping Mutual Funds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several of these have never met a compensation plan they didn’t like. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here are some of the largest fund families, in terms of Assets Under Management. Dimensional had the highest level of opposition. Blackrock had the lowest, for these large funds. 
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Mutual Funds - Year Over Year Change 
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SRI Funds & Opposition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
. Eleven SRI mutual funds were surveyed. Of these, one mutual fund, Green Century, failed to cast a vote either for or against any of the 40 say-on-pay resolutions that they voted on – instead abstaining on all. Of the remaining 10 SRI mutual funds, four voted against more than 50 percent of the time and on average they opposed say-on-pay resolutions 50 percent of the time. While they are more likely to vote against excessive pay packages than non-SRI mutual fund groups, there is a significant range in voting patterns – with Domini opposing all 27 resolutions that it voted on and Calvert opposing 87 percent of the 99 resolutions that they voted on. Parnassus, on the other hand, opposed only three of the 25 resolutions that they voted on. On the other hand, it might be a good sign that Parnassus had so few of the overpaid companies in its portfolio. 
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Public Pension Funds & Opposition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While mutual funds are required to publicly disclose votes, there is not a similar requirement at this time for public pension funds. In the spirit of good governance and transparency, approximately pension funds do provide beneficiaries and the public with the opportunity to review their shareholder proxy votes. We did public record requests and were able to gather a significant amount of data (this is less than half).These are ranked by assets under management. The 9th largest fund had one of the best voting records: they voted against 76%However, we don’t see automatic rubber stamping among pension funds. 
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Public Pension – Year Over Year Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While mutual funds are required to publicly disclose votes, there is not a similar requirement at this time for public pension funds. In the spirit of good governance and transparency, approximately pension funds do provide beneficiaries and the public with the opportunity to review their shareholder proxy votes. We did public record requests and were able to gather a significant amount of data (this is less than half).These are ranked by assets under management. The 9th largest fund had one of the best voting records: they voted against 76%However, we don’t see automatic rubber stamping among pension funds. 
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Canadian Pension Funds
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International Pension Funds
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Compensation Committee Directors
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Directors on Compensation Committees of Overpaid Companies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are on two or more.
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Overpaid by Pay and Performance Indicators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Category on pay for performanceI want to speak for just a moment on our thoughts regarding Total Shareholder Return, TSR. We come from the perspective of shareholders and this is the best commonly accepted measure to evaluate company performance.  A lot of discussion on pay, including an up-coming rulemaking, focuses on total shareholder return.  We don’t believe TSR is necessarily an appropriate compensation metric under which to reward CEO performance as we do not believe the CEO is a primary driver of stock price.  Numerous academic studies show there is little alignment between pay and stock performance, and too often CEOs have received windfalls based on purely external factors.  Yet, it is the delivery of wealth to stockholders that is used by CEOs, boards and compensation consultants as the primary justification for high pay.  In this study, while disputing that validity of that alignment, we focus on companies that would be overpaid even if that assumption were true.  Our methodology is laid out in great detail in the report, but rankings based on the regression analysis counted as 50% and rankings based on the combined red flag score counted as 50%. We used a number of indicators here. More information and explanation can be found in report. Abbreviations: NEIC – Non equity incentive compensation One new one this year: Consulting firm EVA Dimensions furnished us a ranking of the S&P 500 companies through its Corporate Performance Index (CPI).  EVA Dimensions has been a leader in highlighting flaws with performance measurements based solely on TSR, and promotes greater emphasis on EVA (operating profit less an interest charge on capital). The CPI provides a score of composite measure of financial excellence that considers the firm's growth record in EVA profits, its franchise value, current profitability and the market-implied forecast for growth in EVA. We compared the 100 S&P 500 companies with the lowest CPI score to our lists of the companies with the highest five-year total cash incentives for the CEO. Highest NEIC lowest TSR	ColF:  Low average ROA and increase in pay ColK:  ROIC down/pay up	ColL:  3/5 year low ROIC & a high pay measurement or high increase	ColI: CIP score from EVA	ColH: EVA momentum & high pay 	ColT: Among Highest annual incentive in 4 out of five years	ColO: Buybacks over income; bonus above median	ColW: Largest dif between net income and non-GAAP an highest pay	ColAA: Equity awards over $10M)	ColM:  Options over $3 mill 6 of 9 years, including last 3 	ColAC: data standard option as percent of value, over 60
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Overpaid by Upward Spiral Indicators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 There are lots of debates about how we got to this place with pay, but everyone agrees that peer comparisons are a key component. Ratcheting upTwo flags means one of worst 10ColAH: CEO Pay Multiple to disclosed peer median	ColAI: CEO pay multiple to ISS peer median	ColV:  Benchmarked above 50	ColG: Salary  $1.5 or above	ColAE: Non performance bonus over $150,000	ColZ: Among 100 Highest retirement	ColAD: All other over compensation over $500K
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Overpaid by Sustainability Indicators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sustainability: Sustainability concerns as calculated by HIP coupled with high pay	ColY: Violation tracker 2010-2014	ColX: Violation tracker 2014 only ColAF: Total comp as % of EBIT 	ColAG: Total comp as % of Revenue	ColAJ: Ratio of CEO pay to average officer	ColAK: Ratio of CEO pay to next highest paid NEO
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Overpaid by Consensus Measures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
External sourcesPIRC rec agnst	Marco Rec Agnst	Glass Lewis  P4P D or F	Glass Lewis rec against	 among the 100 lowest 3 year average votes	 ISS Quickscore	 ISS rec agnst	 among lowest 100 votes against prior vote	 GMI grades D/F
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Many Overpaid CEOs Underdeliver for Investors
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How HIP Investor Analyzed CEO Pay 
and Linkages to Financial Performance

• Reliable sources:
– ISS for Total Disclosed Compensation for S&P500 executives
– Thomson Reuters for financial returns, and some Exec Pay data

• Relationships tested:
– 1, 3, 5 and 10 year performance 
– Total Shareholder Return (TSR), Return on Invested Capital (ROIC), 

and Return on Equity (ROE)
– CEO’s most-recent pay, and multi-year average;

Exec team’s most-recent-pay, and multi-year average
• Regressions output:

– Highest correlation = only 2.7% for 5-year TSR of CEO-most-recent-pay
– Typical correlation = less than 1% for 21 of 24 regressions by metric & 

duration
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Viacom: CEO Overpaid Multiple Years 
Even When Under-Delivering on TSR

“Viacom CEO to present turnaround strategy”
“Viacom Inc Profit Drops 12% in Q1”  (Feb. 2017)

Source: Google Finance, as of Feb. 11, 2017

5-year outperformance 2+ year underperformance

#8 
overpaid

#15
overpaid

#7
overpaid
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How HIP Calculated the Overpaid CEOs: 
Viacom CEO Philippe P. Dauman

Expected CEO Pay $12,527,841
Actual CEO Pay $56,872,387
Overpayment to CEO 
based on regression analysis

$44,344,546

The predictability of recent 
CEO Pay based on 5-year 
Total Shareholder Return

(R-squared)

Only 2.7%
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Top 100 Overpaid Underperform S&P 500 by -60%
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Top 25 Overpaid Deliver Negative TSR, Lose Value
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Annual TSR Lags About When Overpay Approved

Top 100 UnderperformanceTop 100 Outperformance
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Many Overpaid CEO Firms Have Lost Value
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CEO Pay Needs Better Accountability 
to Better Success Metrics

• CEO Pay is not closely linked to Financial Performance
• CEO stock grants and option packages overcompensate for the results achieved 

• CEO Pay frequently linked to “old” financial metrics
– e.g. Earnings Per Share (EPS) is outdated metric

– Earnings are subject to massaging by accounting treatment
– Shares outstanding are frequently repurchased rather than invested in R&D

• “CEO Pay to Average Worker Pay” is a better indicator of risk
– HIP Investor analysis of 5,770 companies globally over 10 years finds that 

CEOs paid 400x to 1000x the average worker result in frequently lower returns, 
increased volatility for shareholders, and a lack of accountability to shareholders

– This “new” metric – CEO Pay to Average Worker Pay – was mandated by the 
Obama SEC to be implemented in 2018, but may now be deferred, delayed or 
revoked by Trump’s SEC
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Q&A Window

Audience Q&A
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